S.2. Secular Equations and Wavefunction coefficients for m-NA in the Hückel
Agrawal's approximation. 
We have considered that the electrons move around the ring (The absorption spectra give a better approximation to the bands in polydiacetylenes with an aromatic ring).
S-2.2. Wavefunctions coefficients for m-NA in the Hückel-Agrawal's approximation.
(The order is in the way the wavefunction coefficients are evaluated):
HOMO: Energy  5 5 4 , 45 As observed in Figure 3a (see manuscript) for HOMO (energy 5) the -charge is more concentrated in carbon 9 (c95 2 = 0.37) >>> carbon in ortho to NO2 (coefficient c65 2 = 0.19) ≈ carbon near to NH2 (c85 2 = 0.17, see Scheme 1). On the other hand, the charge is more concentrated in the LUMO orbital as seen in Figure 3b (see manuscript) due to the electron transitions (energy 1) to carbon 4 ortho near of NH2 (c41 2 = 0.46) > carbon C6 in ortho and in NH2 (c61 2 = 0.28, c111 2 = 0.26). In this way, the charge is more concentrated in the LUMO and then the dipolar moment is strong with a lesser polarization of the electrons (more ionic structure). Then, this concentration of the charge produces a concomitant shrinkage of the linear and NLO properties. Because the transition moment is from orbitals that have the same wavefunction coefficient, then the higher values of moment transitions are: 1. From NO2 with coefficient c45 (beginning of the transition) and c41 (ending of the transition); and 2. Carbon 6 and in NH2 with coefficients c6 and c11, respectively. Importantly, that the -charge in the LUMO is concentrated in three neighboring atoms, this produces an ionic structure, which diminishes the NLO properties. (1) in NAs.
S-3. Evaluation of the Pople coefficients.

S-4.2 Evaluation of the linear susceptibility 
The evaluation of the absorption maxima was made by using the linear susceptibility  (1) (esu) equation (1) where the degenerate factors in accordance to the Fermi golden rule (FGR) (2) was used:
Where  cv is the frequency of the band gap and is given by:
The LUMO (Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) is related to the conduction band and the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) is related to the valence band.  is Sizikova have already pointed out (4, 5) . Therefore, the two-band model can be considered valid for benzene and benzene substituted compounds. Margulis analyzed that the main contributions are of the highest valence band and the lowest conduction band, with an error of 3/ in the susceptibility of  (3) , being ħ the energy difference between the highest of the filled bands and those rejected (5) . We have used laser frequency of  ~ 0 s -1 and  = 1064 nm. Considering that the band gap was determined by the 1 B transition near to 250 nm, a maximum error of 0.70 is obtained in these determinations.
We have evaluated the linear susceptibility  (1) for the solution considering a two band model, taking into account the 1 B electronic transition and the ICT transition.:
(1)
Where fi,1B (0.60) and fi,ICT(0.40) correspond to the oscillator strengths given by The evaluation of the molar absorptivity  of the solution is obtained by the relation:
Where absorption coefficient  (cm -1 ) is obtained by the procedure given in Diaz Ponce We have also evaluated the linear polarizability P for the solution as cero rank tensor (see manuscript). We have considered the relation of between P and  (1) (8) . Thus, the expression for the linear polarizability P is:  is the dielectric constant of the solvent (in the electrostatic reference system) and for simplicity we have considered the Lorentz approximation with f = f and Acetonitrile = n 2 = constant= 1.81, considering that of acetonitrile at the wavelength of the Na (589 nm). Indeed, at  near 0 ,Acetonitrile = 35.96 (9, 10) . Thus, the polarizability  is more inexact than the linear polarizability  (1) and this is plotted in Figure S We have evaluated with this methodology the dielectric constant  of the m-NA in the solution, which is a complex number, where Equations S4a-4c and Equation S-6 were used (7) in order to fit the experimental curve of the absorption coefficient  S11 ( ) Where nc|| is the complex refraction index in the direction parallel to the chain, nRe|| corresponds to its real component and nIm|| to the imaginary part.  is the dielectric constant parallel to the chain. In Figure S In relation to the crystal,  (1) , p and || of m-NA were determined with Wp = 1 in equations 5a, 5c and 6, respectively. Dadsetani has evaluated the linear optical properties for a tridimensional crystal of m-NA through ab initio methods and the values of  (1) and || is for a crystal, for this reason the difference of values (11) . In this way,  (1) , p and || of m-NA for the crystal of m-NA were plotted in Figures S-7 The concordance with the experimental values of refraction index was not more than 3
% of error as seen in Table S 
S-5. Evaluation of z.
In the evaluation of z, we have considered the two level model, taking into account the 1 B electronic transition and the intermolecular charge transfer ICT, and the B convention (13) . The influence of both transitions are given by the proportion of their oscillator strengths as previously stated. With this assumption, the influence of the intermolecular charge transfer ICT is lesser and then the value of z is lower.
In this way, for our system and with the notation of the Hückel-Agrawals approximation: 
